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Billing Contact9

Tax number: 143/193/41553

VAT No.: DE311 267 995
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General Email Contact2

HRB 230902 (District Court Munich, 
Germany)

Company Register4

sales@workpath.com

Contact to Sales10

314203831

DUNS Number5

Workpath GmbH is a private company owned 
by the founders and private as well as 
institutional venture capital investors

Shareholders6

IBAN: DE327004004104779161 00

BIC:   COBADEFFXXX	

Bank: Commerzbank

Bank Account Information7

Nymphenburger Str. 86

80636 Munich

Germany
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Doing Business with Workpath

Via an internet browser.

How is Workpath’s SaaS offer 
accessed by Customers?
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No, Workpath’s SaaS offer is software that is 
solely running on servers managed by 
Workpath and its vendors. Therefore, there is 
no software on Customer’s premises that 
needs to be deployed or managed by 
Customer.

Does Workpath’s SaaS offer 
include any software that is 
running on Customer’s premises?
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By reaching out to sales@workpath.com or 
your personal sales contact of a Workpath 
Sales Representative.



You will then get a Quote or Proposal 
Document which shows you all relevant 
product, pricing and contract information.



All Workpath Services purchased are subject 
to Workpath’s terms & conditions included in 
the Workpath Master Services Agreement 
which you can find on https://
www.workpath.com/legal. 

How can I purchase Workpath’s 
SaaS offer?
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Please find the industry standard definition by 
the National Institute of Standards and 
Technology (“NIST”) here, and the Wikipedia 
page here.


What is “Cloud Computing”?2

Workpath’s SaaS helps Customers to 
standardize, professionalize and make the 
Objectives and Key Results (“OKR”) process 
transparent across teams, locations and levels.

Which business process does 
Workpath’s SaaS offer support?

5

Workpath offers a Software as a Service 
(“SaaS”) accessible via the internet as a cloud 
computing service.

 

What does Workpath offer?1
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